TO:

Mayor and City Council

THROUGH:

Ryan Schroeder, City Manager

FROM:

Community Development Department

DATE:

January 8, 2018

SUBJECT:

Rental License Renewal – 212/232 Thompson & 1266 Gorman

City of West St. Paul

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Due to a concerning number of police calls to several of the Mailand Management
properties, City Council held a rental license hearing for five of Mr. Mailand’s rentals
on September 25, 2017. Four of the five properties were converted to provisional
rental licenses. The below listed properties are up for renewal as listed with their
respective renewal dates.
•
•
•

212 Thompson Avenue – November 1
232 Thompson Avenue – November 1
1266 Gorman Avenue – December 1

PROVISIONAL LICENSE UPDATE:
After the provisional license mitigation plans were approved and in place, some items
were delayed prior to completion, however all items were eventually submitted or
completed by Mr. Mailand or his staff. On November 1st, 2017, Mr. Mailand also
submitted paperwork for each property detailing the implementation of the items
required by each mitigation plan (see attached).
Since the imposition of the provisional license, there have been no nuisance calls at
any of the Mailand properties. However, due to the relatively short period of time
that has passed since the mitigation plans were put in place, City Staff feels that the
City Council should renew the rental licenses for the above listed properties as
provisional, with new mitigation plans.
SECURITY DETAIL:
After several visits to the properties to ensure that the contracted security company
was indeed providing service to the properties 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, it
became clear to the Police Department that Mr. Mailand was not getting the level of
service that he was paying for, nor was said security company complying with the
established mitigation plan. As such, City Staff felt it was appropriate to notify Mr.
Mailand of the deficiencies in the security company’s performance (see the attached
memo). In this memo, City Staff outlined what needed to be done in order to comply
with the established mitigation plans and when said items needed to be completed.
Upon further communication with Mr. Mailand, he informed City Staff that he was
not aware that his current security company was not complying with its terms of the
contract. He agreed to hire a new company (see attached memo from the PD dated
12-15-17). The Police Department has conducted unannounced checks of the new
security and found them to be present and helpful.

FIRE CODE VIOLATIONS:
As with annual rental license inspections, the South Metro Fire Department also
performs annual inspections for all multi-family buildings. During the inspection of
some of Mr. Mailand’s properties, the Fire Department became aware that there were
a few unresolved fire code issues at multiple properties. There have been several reinspections of the non-compliant properties since their initial discovery in November,
and the properties have since become compliant as of 1/3/18 (see attached
documents).
CONTINUED PROPERTY MAINTENANCE:
City Staff visited the three properties up for renewal for an unannounced and
impromptu viewing of the common areas on Wednesday January 3, 2018. City Staff
found the common areas to be in fair condition with the exception of the entry way
landings and stairs (see attached photos). As a result, Staff is recommending that
the a new condition be included on the mitigation plan for all three buildings
requiring the owner to replace the vinyl flooring and carpets in all entry ways of each
building within three months. In addition, Staff is recommending that the hallway
carpets all be cleaned within three months.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Based on the information stated in this memo and materials provided in the
attachments, Staff recommends that City Council move to accept the mitigation plan
documents and continue the provisional license status for 212 Thompson, 232
Thompson, and 1266 Gorman.
Draft resolutions are attached for your convenience.
ATTACHMENTS:
Mailand’s Implementation of the Mitigation Plan dated 11-1-17
City Staff Notice to Mailand dated 12-5-17 with memo from Chief Shaver
PD Memo dated 12-15-17 with security company contract
Fire Code Violation dated 11-6-17 and Compliant Notice 1-4-18
Common Area Photos
Resolutions

TO:

Melissa Sonnek, Rental Licensing Coordinator

FROM:

Manila Shaver, Chief of Police

DATE:

November 20, 2017

West St Paul Police Department

SUBJECT:

Security at Mailand

“We Serve with Honor and Integrity”

BACKGROUND
On September 25, 2017, the Council placed several rental properties owned by Mailand
Management on a provisional license. One of the conditions of the provisional license was to have
24x7 security at the 212 and 232 Thompson buildings, as well as the 1266 Gorman building. Mr.
Mailand was allowed to contract with a single security officer for all three buildings.
The police department has conducted periodic checks to see if Mr. Mailand is meeting this
condition. Only occasionally did officers find a security guard on the premise. More concerning is
the inability to consistently contact a person (a dispatcher) when calling Interstate Security’s main
dispatch number, which is posted on lobby doors for residents to use.
In speaking with Interstate Security (“Lincoln”), I learned employees use their private vehicles and
personally owned cellular telephones for their work. Not having an identifiable vehicle (aka: a
marked vehicle) makes it difficult for residents to find the security officer when needed. Likewise,
unmarked vehicles do not provide any visual deterrent. Furthermore, the lack of a known
standard/consistent cellular telephone number for which to contact the on-duty security officer
inhibits residents from directly contacting the security officers when needed. It also hinders patrol
officers trying to coordinate and work with the security officer.
I have tried to meet with Lincoln, the apparent manager for Interstate Security, to coordinate our
activities and confirm Interstate Security’s compliance with state regulations for security firms.
However, Lincoln has missed our scheduled meeting and often fails to return my telephone calls. I
have implied things are not working so well such as not being able to locate a security officer on
several occasions. Despite this comment, Interstate Security has failed to recognize any issue,
initiate corrective action or respond to my concerns.
Lastly, I have not spoken to Mr. Mailand about my concerns, nor have I asked Mr. Mailand what he
has done to ensure compliance with this Council directive.

ITEMS THAT INTERSTATE SECURITY NEEDS TO CONFIRM/PROVIDE






That Interstate Security has obtain their state issued license;
Identify the “qualified representative or manager” (main contact) for Interstate Security and
whether or not that individual has met the state’s 6,000 hourly of protective/security
employment;
Confirm that Interstate Security has conducted a background check on their employees;
Confirm that Interstate Security employees have received at least 12 hours of preassignment training, including initial and on-going training in these required areas:
 Ethics
 Communications

 Security Overview
 Assessment and emergency response
 State statutes and administrative rules





Confirm that Interstate Security officers have/carry an identification card;
Confirm if Interstate Security is bonded and insured;
Confirm if Interstate Security officers are armed or carry defensive weapons such as
Tasers, mace or clubs; and
Additional requests from the police department:
 That the security officer logs be emailed or faxed to the PD on a daily basis;
 The use of marked security vehicles; and
 The deployment of a single cellular telephone number for the on-duty security
officer.

Security Officer Checks, September 25, 2017 thru November 7, 2017

October 22, 2017 @ 00:55 am – Officer Syvertsen conducted foot patrol in and around 1492,
1520, 1550, and 1552 Charlton as well as 212 and 232
Thompson. No security officer was observed at the Thompson
buildings.
October 26, 2017 @ 06:24 am – Chief Shaver checked the buildings and grounds of 212 and 232
Thompson as well as 105 Carmel for the security officer, none
found. Called the security dispatch number posted in the
apartment lobby, received no answer. The 105 Carmel building
was thought to be on the provisional license plan.
October 26, 2017 @ 10:25 am – Chief Shaver checked the buildings and grounds of 212 and
232 Thompson as well as 105 Carmel for the security officer,
none found. Called the security dispatch number posted in the
apartment lobby, received no answer.
October 27, 2017 @ 04:44 am – Officer Forster checked 1266 Gorman, but did not locate a
security officer.
October 27, 2017 @ 04:44 am – Officer Forster checked the buildings and grounds of 212 and
232 Thompson for the security officer, none found. He spoke to
a resident who stated she has only seen the security guard a
few times and felt it was not 24 x 7 security.
October 27, 2017 @ 07:01 am – Chief Shaver checked the buildings and grounds of 212 and
232 Thompson, as well as 1266 Gorman, for the security
officer, none found. Called the security dispatch number posted
in the apartment lobby, received no answer.
October 28, 2017 @ 03:49 am – Officer Forster was checking 1226 Gorman and located a
security officer.
October 30, 2017 @ 06:41 am – Chief Shaver checked the buildings and grounds of 212 and
232 Thompson, as well as 1266 Gorman, for the security
officer, none found. Called the security dispatch number posted

in the apartment lobby and a person answered. Asked where
the security officer was. The dispatcher replied, “Don’t you guys
start at 8?” Again, asked for the security officer’s location. The
dispatcher disconnected and never called back.
October 31, 2017 @ 04:36 am - While on patrol Officer Elam discovered an unoccupied vehicle
running in the parking lot of 212 Thompson. He waited in the
parking lot for about 15 minutes, but did not observe a security
officer.
October 31, 2017 @ 06:04 am – Chief Shaver and Officers Elam and Marrero checked the
buildings and grounds of 212 and 232 Thompson, as well as
1266 Gorman, for the security officer, none found. The officers
checked each building at the same time.
October 31, 2017 @ 06:04 am – Chief Shaver and Officers Elam and Marrero walked through the
buildings of 212 and 232 Thompson, as well as checking the
grounds, but no security officer was located.
October 31, 2017 @ 10:31 pm – Officer Marrero and four other officers checked the buildings
and grounds of 212 and 232 Thompson, as well as 1266
Gorman, for the security officer, none found.
November 2, 2017 @ 01:46 am – Officer Gobely was checking the 232 Thompson building and
found a uniformed security guard walking the grounds. The
security officer told Officer Gobely he started at 8:00 pm and
works until 8:00 am. The security officer remarked he is also
checking 1266 Gorman and that there is security 24 hours a
day.
November 5, 2017 @ 01:35 am - Officer Forster was checking 1226 Gorman, but did not locate a
security officer.
November 7, 2017 @ 10:31 am – Officers Mettner, McCarty and Williams checked the buildings
and grounds of 212 and 232 Thompson, as well as 1266
Gorman, for the security officer, none found.
November 12, 2017 @ 07:35 pm - Officer Sewald checked the 212 and 232 Thompson buildings,
but did not locate a security officer. He spoke to two residents
who stated they have not seen the security officer either. The
1266 Gorman building was checked as well, no security officer
there either. The Interstate dispatcher was contacted, but they
could not contact their security officer. The officer requested
when the security officer checks in to call him, no call back ever
received.
November 12, 2017 @ 01:25 am – Officers Elam and Marrero checked 212 and 232 Thompson
as well as 1266 Gorman. They walked all of the different floors
and checked the parking lot for the security vehicle or a vehicle
that appeared to have been driven recently (i.e. no frost).
Officer Elam contacted called the Intestate dispatch number
and requested to speak/meet to the security officer. The
dispatcher remarked the security officer “should be there.”
Several minutes later a security officer (Abdul) arrived in a

personal vehicle with a 21-day permit. Due to being short
security officers, Abdul was also watching buildings in
Roseville. He was last in West St. Paul at 01:15 am. Officer
Elam remarked the security in West St. Paul was to be 24x7.
November 12, 2017 @ 02:54 am – Officer Elam again checked for the security officer and found
him at the 1266Gorman building. Because officers were
checking up on him, the security officer stated he felt he was
being harassed by the police.
November 14, 2017 @ 01:54 am - Officer Elam found the security officer working at the 212
Thompson building.
November 14, 2017 @ 00:34 am – Sergeant Muellner located the security officer at the 1266
Gorman building. The security officer stated it has been a
quite night.
November 15, 2017 @ 02:29 am – Officers checked the 212 and 232 Thompson buildings by
walking all of the apartment floors, checking the parking lots
and surrounding areas. Another officer checked the 1266
Gorman building. The officers did not find the security officer
working.
November 18, 2017 @ 02:31 am – Officers checked all three buildings simultaneously for the
security officer, but did not find any. They contacted the
Interstate dispatcher who did not know of the security officer
whereabouts. About 30 minutes later a security officer did
arrive. While waiting for the security officer to arrive, the officer
noted a fait odor of marijuana in one of the hallways.
November 19, 2017 @ 07:29 pm – Officer Sass checked the 212 and 232 Thompson buildings,
but did not find the security officer working.

Additional Information, September 25, 2017 thru November 7, 2017


On at least two occasions, Chief Shaver was able to contact someone by calling the
security dispatch number. During both of those calls Chief Shaver requested the
dispatcher to (1) identify where the security officer was and (2) have the security officer
meet him as a specific building.
On one call the dispatcher was evasive and wanted to know why I was calling. I stated I
had a concern and knew the apartment complex had a security officer. When it was
apparent the dispatcher did not know where the security officer was and/or was not going
to contact the security officer, I identified myself as the West St. Paul police chief.

The dispatcher stated he was “uncomfortable talking to the police.” I replied that I would
hold on the phone while he contacted the security officer. The line then was
disconnected.


In calling Interstate Security I was able to identify “Lincoln” as the manager for this
security contract; 952-278-1501 or linkswan@hotmail.com



During a conversation with Lincoln I was told the security officers drive their personal
vehicles and use their personal cellphones for work activities. I remarked having “marked”
security vehicles would help residents identify the security officer in time of need and
provide a visual deterrent. Lincoln replied that would cost Mailand extra. I stated we need
to get together to discuss our working relationship and provided my cellphone to him.



On Thursday November 2nd I set-up November 3rd a coffee meeting with Lincoln to
discuss how we were going to work together in mitigating issues at the Mailand
properties. I requested copies of the security officers’ logs and invoices to Mailand. If
Mailand was charged $20/hour for the security officer, the weekly would be $3,360 and a
monthly fee would be about $14,880.



November 3rd coffee meeting – Lincoln never showed or called. I was able to call Lincoln
the following week who stated he missed our meeting due to a “family emergency.” I have
tried to set-up another meeting with Lincoln, but have been unsuccessful to date; Lincoln
is difficult to contact. In addition, I have not received the copies of the requested security
logs and invoices.



I have called the Interstate Security dispatch number several times, to only have it
answered by a person a couple of times. The dispatcher has never been able to
contact the on-duty security officer. The dispatcher would either say they do not
know where the security officer is, they cannot contact them or that they would call
back. If the latter (call back) I would never receive a return telephone call.



In checking the building grounds in the early morning hours for the security officer,
officers have observed frosty vehicles and vehicles with a light amount of snow on them,
but have not observed a vehicle that appears to have been recently operated.

TO: Rental Licensing
THROUGH: City Attorney Kori Land
FROM: Officer Jesse Mettner
DATE: 12/15/2017

City of West St. Paul

SUBJECT: Mailand Management Security Contractor

Background:
On 12/06/2017 Mailand Management was advised that the security firm they had
contracted was not providing the agreed upon coverage to the apartment buildings located at
212 and 232 Thompson Ave W and 1266 Gorman Ave, and informed by Rental Licensing that
he needed to have a new security firm contracted no later than close of business on
12/13/2017, then meet with myself no later than close of business on 12/15/2017 with
details of the firm and a copy of the contract signed.
Details:
On 12/12/2017 I was notified by Greg Mailand via email that he had contracted security
services with United Protective Agency, who would be starting service the following day,
12/13/2017, to the above mentioned properties.
On 12/15/2017 at 09:00 I met with Greg Mailand and Steve Slusarczyk of Mailand
Management to discuss the United Protective Agency. No representative from United
Protective Agency was present at this meeting. Greg Mailand provided me with a copy of the
signed contract for service and the details herein:
• The contract duration dates from 12/12/2017 and will be enforced for a period of 1
year.
• There will be one uniformed security guard for the above mentioned properties 24
hours a day, 7 days per week.
• A uniformed supervisor in a marked squad car will also be on premises every four
hours.
Greg Mailand advised that the recommendation for the security contractor came from a
Minneapolis Police Officer and there clientele includes Pepsi Co. during the upcoming
superbowl. Greg also stated that the security guards will be unarmed and the company
provides security services for 15 other apartment buildings or complexes. I was provided with
a business card and contact number for United Protective Agency.
I contacted United Protective Agency and reached a representative right away. She advised
that during regular business hours a business agent would answer the phone and contact a
patrol guard if necessary. After business hours the number was routed directly to a patrol
guard or supervisor who would answer and address any issues accordingly.
United Protective Agency guards will also be given access to the video surveillance systems in
all the mentioned properties. The business website is www.upaagency.com

On Motion of

Seconded by
CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION NO. 18-

RESOLUTION RENEWING THE RENTAL LICENSE AT
212 THOMPSON AVENUE, WEST ST. PAUL AS A PROVISIONAL LICENSE

WHEREAS, Mailand Properties Limited Partnership is the property owner and Mailand
Management Corporation is the rental license holder (collectively, the “Owner”) of a 30-unit
apartment building located at 212 Thompson Avenue, West St. Paul (the “Property”); and
WHEREAS, due to excessive police calls and nuisance activity on or about the Property, as
well as serious criminal activity by Owner’s tenants involving controlled substance violations, noise
and other nuisance complaints, on September 25, 2017, the Council held a hearing during which the
City presented its evidence and the Owner’s representative was given an opportunity to be heard;
WHEREAS, following the testimony and evidence presented, the Council moved to
convert the rental license for the Property to a provisional license; and
WHEREAS, based on the renewal deadline for the property, on January 8, 2018, the
Council held a meeting to discuss the renewal of the property’s rental license and the status of
provisional license; and
WHEREAS, following the testimony and evidence presented, the Council moved to
approve the rental license for the Property as a provisional license; and
WHEREAS, the Council hereby makes the following Findings of Fact to support its motion
on the license:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

The Council hereby incorporates the memo from City Staff and the supporting
documentation into these findings of fact.

2.

At the January 8, 2018 meeting, the Owner was given the opportunity to present evidence
and testimony for the Owner’s position.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE WEST ST. PAUL CITY COUNCIL
THAT the Council adopts the following mitigation plan:
1.

The Owner must conduct criminal history background checks on all tenants and any
1

regular occupants through a 3rd-party vendor and articulate the criteria for denying a
rental license application.
2.

The Owner shall require all tenants and regular occupants to sign the lease and the
Crime-Free Lease Addendum.

3.

The Owner shall provide 24-hour on-site security staff from a reputable 3rd-party
contractor.

4.

The Owner shall provide the Police Department with access to any security recordings
upon request.

5.

The Owner shall issue trespass notices to all individuals who the Owner knows or
reasonably should know to be associated with or involved in criminal activities at the
Property and provide the a copy of such trespass notice to the Community Development
Department and the Police Department.

6.

The Owner will replace the entryway vinyl and stairwell carpets and clean all the hallway
carpets within 3 months (by April 9, 2018).

Passed this 8th day of January, 2018.
Ayes:

Nays:
Attest:

Jenny Halverson, Mayor

Shirley Buecksler, City Clerk

2

On Motion of

Seconded by
CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION NO. 18RESOLUTION RENEWING THE RENTAL LICENSE AT
232 THOMPSON AVENUE, WEST ST. PAUL
AS A PROVISIONAL LICENSE

WHEREAS, Mailand Properties Limited Partnership is the property owner and Mailand
Management Corporation is the rental license holder (collectively, the “Owner”) of a 30-unit
apartment building located at 232 Thompson Avenue, West St. Paul (the “Property”); and
WHEREAS, due to excessive police calls and nuisance activity on or about the Property, as
well as serious criminal activity by Owner’s tenants involving controlled substance violations, noise
and other nuisance complaints, on September 25, 2017, the Council held a hearing during which the
City presented its evidence and the Owner’s representative was given an opportunity to be heard;
WHEREAS, following the testimony and evidence presented, the Council moved to
convert the rental license for the Property to a provisional license; and
WHEREAS, based on the renewal deadline for the property, on January 8, 2018, the
Council held a meeting to discuss the renewal of the property’s rental license and the status of
provisional license; and
WHEREAS, following the testimony and evidence presented, the Council moved to
approve the rental license for the Property as a provisional license; and
WHEREAS, the Council hereby makes the following Findings of Fact to support its motion
on the license:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

The Council hereby incorporates the memo from City Staff and the supporting
documentation into these findings of fact.

2.

At the January 8, 2018 meeting, the Owner was given the opportunity to present evidence
and testimony for the Owner’s position.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE WEST ST. PAUL CITY COUNCIL
THAT the Council adopts the following mitigation plan:

1

1.

The Owner must conduct criminal history background checks on all tenants and any
regular occupants through a 3rd-party vendor and articulate the criteria for denying a
rental license application.

2.

The Owner shall require all tenants and regular occupants to sign the lease and the
Crime-Free Lease Addendum.

3.

The Owner shall provide 24-hour on-site security staff from a reputable 3rd-party
contractor.

4.

The Owner shall provide the Police Department with access to any security recordings
upon request.

5.

The Owner shall issue trespass notices to all individuals who the Owner knows or
reasonably should know to be associated with or involved in criminal activities at the
Property and provide the a copy of such trespass notice to the Community Development
Department and the Police Department.

6.

The Owner shall replace the entryway vinyl and stairwell carpets and clean all the hallway
carpets within 3 months (by April 9, 2018).

Passed this 8th day of January, 2018.
Ayes:

Nays:
Attest:

Jenny Halverson, Mayor

Shirley Buecksler, City Clerk

2

On Motion of

Seconded by
CITY OF WEST ST. PAUL DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
RESOLUTION NO. 18RESOLUTION RENEWING THE RENTAL LICENSE AT
1266 GORMAN AVENUE, WEST ST. PAUL
AS A PROVISIONAL LICENSE

WHEREAS, Mailand Properties Limited Partnership is the property owner and Mailand
Management Corporation is the rental license holder (collectively, the “Owner”) of a 30-unit
apartment building located at 1266 Gorman Avenue, West St. Paul (the “Property”); and
WHEREAS, due to excessive police calls and nuisance activity on or about the Property, as
well as serious criminal activity by Owner’s tenants involving controlled substance violations, noise
and other nuisance complaints, on September 25, 2017, the Council held a hearing during which the
City presented its evidence and the Owner’s representative was given an opportunity to be heard;
WHEREAS, following the testimony and evidence presented, the Council moved to
convert the rental license for the Property to a provisional license; and
WHEREAS, based on the renewal deadline for the property, on January 8, 2018, the
Council held a meeting to discuss the renewal of the property’s rental license and the status of
provisional license; and
WHEREAS, following the testimony and evidence presented, the Council moved to
approve the rental license for the Property as a provisional license; and
WHEREAS, the Council hereby makes the following Findings of Fact to support its motion
on the license:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

The Council hereby incorporates the memo from City Staff and the supporting
documentation into these findings of fact.

2.

At the January 8, 2018 meeting, the Owner was given the opportunity to present evidence
and testimony for the Owner’s position.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE WEST ST. PAUL CITY COUNCIL
THAT the Council adopts the following mitigation plan:

1

1.

The Owner must conduct criminal history background checks on all tenants and any
regular occupants through a 3rd-party vendor and articulate the criteria for denying a
rental license application.

2.

The Owner shall require all tenants and regular occupants to sign the lease and the
Crime-Free Lease Addendum.

3.

The Owner shall provide 24-hour on-site security staff from a reputable 3rd-party
contractor.

4.

The Owner shall provide the Police Department with access to any security recordings
upon request.

5.

The Owner shall issue trespass notices to all individuals who the Owner knows or
reasonably should know to be associated with or involved in criminal activities at the
Property and provide the a copy of such trespass notice to the Community Development
Department and the Police Department.

6.

The Owner will replace the entryway vinyl and stairwell carpets and clean all the hallway
carpets within 3 months (by April 9, 2018).

Passed this 8th day of January, 2018.
Ayes:

Nays:
Attest:

Jenny Halverson, Mayor

Shirley Buecksler, City Clerk

2

